
COMMONLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
The Info You’re After 

 

What is Specialty / speciality Coffee? 

There are two main types of coffee – commercial coffee and 

Specialty/speciality Coffee.  

When Coffee is called Specialty/speciality is means that the coffee 

has been graded 80 points or above out of a 100 point scale by a 

certified coffee taster (SCAA) or by a licensed Q Grader (CQI).  

Coffees which score less than 80 fall into the commercial grade of 

quality as they contain defects.  

Specialty/speciality Coffee beans are different because they have been 

grown at the correct altitude, in optimal soil and climate 

conditions, hand picked when ripe, sorted, processed, carefully 

graded and sorted, stored and transported with lots of care. Then 

freshly roasted to release the delicious flavours the coffee has to 

offer and sourced intentionally to be enjoyed as fresh as possible. 

P.s. it can also be enjoyed without having to add milk and sugar in 

order to get it down you or drink it without pulling a weird face. You 

know you’re drinking Specialty coffee when you enjoy the coffee for 

its natural flavours and do not need to add anything else to it, such 

as milk or sugar in order to enjoy it.   

Specialty/speciality Coffee is delicious & can be enjoyed on its own. 

 

WHAT IS YOUR RETURN POLICY? 

At Choose Coffee, we want you to be completely satisfied with your 

purchase. If you're not, please contact us immediately. You may return 

your purchase within 3 days of the original delivery date for a full 

refund. Please note that all returned items must be unused and in 

their original condition.  

DO YOU OFFER GIFT CARDS? 

Yes absolutely. They are available from £20 upwards. We also offer 

gift hampers, if you have a budget in mind or are in need of inspiration 

for the ideal coffee lover's gift we are here to help you. Give us a 

call, send us a message or ask us if you see us about - we’re here to 

help. 

WHAT ARE THE PAYMENT OPTIONS? 

When placing your order on the website you can pay with your card 

on the website directly. If ordering with us directly via message we 

can accept cash on delivery or bank transfer before delivery. 


